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How do i know if my vizio has smartcast

The burgeoning lineup of so-called “linear” streaming TV channels on Vizio’s SmartCast platform just grew even larger, with Vizio adding a dozen free streaming channels for kids. Among the new kid-oriented channels that just arrived on SmartCast are Ameba, HappyKids Junior, Kidoodle.TV, and The Official LEGO
Channel.The new streaming TV channels can be found in the “Free Channels” carousel on the SmartCast home screen.With the addition of the 12 new family-friendly channels, Vizio SmartCast users will have access to more than 200 free linear TV channels, including those in the Pluto TV-powered WatchFree service
and 30 other streaming channels that Vizio added in April.Streaming linear TV channels, which allow cord cutters to channel surf—complete with advertising breaks—just like over-the-air and cable viewers do, have been quickly growing in popularity.Roku, for example, now offers more than 100 free streaming TV
channels through The Roku Channel, which recently added a DVR-like programming grid and the ability to flip directly from one streaming channel to another.Meanwhile, Plex, the popular DVR and media streaming service that’s been moving into the free on-demand video market, just added its first batch of more than
80 free linear TV channels last month.Here is a complete list of all the kid-oriented streaming TV channels that Vizio is adding to SmartCast: Ameba: TV shows, family movies, and kids music videos Brat TV: Live-action original series with stars such as Dixie D’Amelio and Annie LeBlanc Giggle Mug: Tara Duncan, Robot
Trains, YooHoo & Friends, Besty’s Kindergarten Adventures, Miniforce, and more HappyKids Junior: Features shows such as Cat in the Hat, Thomas & Friends, Care Bears, Super Simple Songs, Blippi and Mofy HappyKids.tv: Shows for kids 6 and up, including Sonic, Hot Wheels, Barbie, Bakugan, Winx Club, and more
Kid Gamer TV from Studio71: Features gamers creating experiences in Minecraft and Roblox Kidoodle.TV: PAW Patrol, LEGO City, Abdallah Smash, Talking Tom, True and the Rainbow Kingdom, Little Baby Bum, Pocoyo, Oddbods, and more The Official LEGO Channel: Shows dedicated to popular LEGO characters
SQAD: eSports, sports and gaming content for teens and tweens Tankee Gaming: Gaming content featuring Minecraft, Roblox, Nintendo hits, and more Toon Goggles: Features Angry Birds, Talking Tom, Om Nom, Gummy Bears, Sonic, Yu-Gi-Oh!, and more WowNow Kids: Dove-approved movies and TV for families
and children Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. At long last, the Apple TV app has arrived on Vizio’s SmartCast TV platform, meaning you’ll no longer need an Apple TV box or AirPlay 2 to watch such
Apple TV+ programming as The Morning Show or Ted Lasso on your Vizio TV. The Apple TV app, which is already available on select LG and Samsung TVs as well as various Amazon Fire TV and Roku devices, made its debut on the Vizio SmartCast app store today. Vizio had announced earlier this year that the Apple
TV app for SmartCast was incoming.Vizio SmartCast TVs manufactured from 2016 on will support the Apple TV app, which lets users stream Apple TV+ Original shows and movies, including The Morning Show, Defending Jacob, Central Park, Ted Lasso, Greyhound, and The Banker. You can read our complete guide to
Apple TV+ shows here.Apple TV+ costs $4.99 a month, but SmartCast users in the U.S. who are new to Apple TV+ can sign up for three months of free access. Besides Apple TV+ content, viewers can subscribe to Apple TV channels though the app, including Showtime, CBS All Access, and Starz. Apple TV app users
can also rent or buy more than 100,000 movies and TV shows.The Apple TV app for SmartCast supports 4K HDR video and immersive Dolby Atmos object-based audio, according to Vizio. It’s not clear whether SmartCast’s version of the Apple TV app also supports Dolby Vision; we’ve reached out to Vizio for
confirmation.While the Apple TV app is only now arriving on Vizio’s SmartCast platform, Vizio TV owners have long been able to stream Apple TV+ shows to their sets using AirPlay 2. Vizio TVs also support Apple’s HomeKit smart home platform.Besides the Apple TV app, Vizio’s SmartCast platform recently saw the
arrival of a few other high-profile streaming apps, including Disney+ (which bowed on SmartCast back in February) and NBC’s Peacock (which arrived earlier this summer). A notable holdout is the HBO Max app, although Vizio users can stream videos from the app to their TVs via AirPlay 2 or Chromecast. Note: When
you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Vizio is known for making great TVs that don’t cost all that much. Now the price-for-performance king is looking to disrupt the audio market in the same way, with a series of powered
speakers that play music over Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, USB media, and even hardwired ethernet. The SmartCast Crave 360 reviewed here is a good effort if you’re looking for something to play background music, but it doesn’t evoke the visceral excitement that audio enthusiasts crave. JBL Xtreme As you’ve probably surmised
from its name, you can “cast” audio from any mobile or computer app that supports Google’s Chromecast audio technology over your Wi-Fi network to any of the speakers in the SmartCast lineup. You can cast the same or different music to each speaker, but I didn’t get to test that aspect of Vizio’s offerings because the
company sent only the Crave 360 for this review.I used Vizio’s own SmartCast app (available for Android and iOS) and Plex Media Player (available for just about any device you can think of) during my testing. The presence of a Bluetooth radio means you’re not entirely dependent on Wi-Fi, which is a good thing when
you want to take the speaker on the road, but there is no aptX codec support. Michael Brown A looped handle of thick leather makes the 5-plus pound speaker easy to tote. The cylindrical speaker (it measures 10 inches high and 5 inches in diameter) can operate on either AC or battery power. A power button with an
LED status indicator, an RJ45 port for ethernet, and a USB port that curiously recognizes only WAV files are in the back of the unit. A thick but supple leather strap makes it easy to carry the 5-pound, 4.6-ounce speaker, but I much prefer the form factor—and the carry strap, and the sound—of the JBL Xtreme that I
reviewed more than a year ago. That speaker is also somewhat weatherized, where the Crave 360 is strictly an indoor speaker. Michael Brown It’s great that you don’t need to plug in a cable to charge the Crave 360’s battery. You just set it on top of its charging dock. Vizio, on the other hand, offers a much more elegant
solution to charging its speaker’s battery: You simply place it on top of a plate the same diameter as the speaker. It takes 3.5 hours for a full charge, but the speaker remains functional while that’s happening. I didn’t verify Vizio’s 8-hour battery-life claim, but the speaker doesn’t seem to have a sleep function. I listened to
it for an hour or so one night and then paused the music to fix dinner. When I got back to it the next morning, the battery was completely drained. Oh well, just leave it on its charging dock, right? That is apparently a no-no: Vizio’s user manual warns against charging the battery for longer than 24 hours. Vizio Vizio’s
SmartCast app isn’t very useful for streaming music. Most of its user interface is related to video, and there’s no way to browse music you actually own. The touch-sensitive surface that forms the top of the Crave 360 is easily its best feature: Touch it to pause the music, stroke to the right to advance to the next track, and
stroke left to move backward in your queue. A ring encircling the top functions as a volume control.There is no remote control—I guess that’s what your phone is for. Speaking of which, you’ll want to use some app other than Vizio’s for casting music to the Crave 360. SmartCast is useful for tweaking the speaker’s sound
—you can adjust the bass and treble levels, there are two EQ settings (enhanced and natural), and a volume-equalizer—but too much of the app’s real estate is dedicated to video casting.Four 1.5-inch full-range drivers behind an alloy grill face the four points of the compass to deliver sound in every direction. Vizio says
the 3.5-inch subwoofer in the speaker’s base, behind a cloth grill, is capable of dipping down to 50Hz. The speaker lives up to its promise of delivering 360-degree audio—you can walk all around it without discerning any difference in sound—but the downside is that you also don’t get any stereo separation. Michael
Brown The entire top surface of Vizio’s Crave 360 speaker is a touch-sensitive controller. The outer ring is used for volume control. The Crave 360 gets plenty loud, it had no problem filling my 323-foot great room with sound, but it will rapidly tip over into distortion if you push its amplifier too hard. Definition isn’t one of
this speaker’s strong suits, either. Listening to Bruce Cockburn’s “Isn’t That What Friends Are For,” which I’d ripped from his album Breakfast in New Orleans, Dinner in Timbuktu and encoded in FLAC, I found it difficult to discern one element of the song from another; the vocals and acoustic guitar blurred into a bland
mélange of sound.This was less of a problem with some other types of music. Donald Fagen’s “Trans-Island Skyway,” from the Steely Dan frontman’s album Kamikiriad album, sounded a little better, but the Crave 360’s rendering lacked that certain sparkle that comes from crisply rendered highs and distinct separation
between all frequencies. But then there’s the price tag to consider: Vizio—as usual—delivers a tremendous set of features for $250. Shop around and you’ll find it for even less: At the time of this writing, Amazon had it in stock for less than $155. That’s a heckuva deal as long as you’re not looking to do any critical
listening. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details.
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